This map shows the parking areas for the HOTM.
On line please also find a larger view of the entire CYC facility.
Lot #6 is for visiting car parking.
Lots #4 and #5 are reserved for HOTM trailers and boat storage.
It is probably best when pulling a trailer to turn left from Admiralty Way into CYC.
From there, depending on availability and on driver/trailer capabilities, there are various options on how and
where to park.
The best situation upon arrival is to either back into Lot #4 if easily done or head in to Lot #4 and spin around
so when it’s time to go, you can just head out making a right around the Dockmaster’s office.
Otherwise, it probably will be best to head into Lot #4 and:
1. Pull to the right or left (over the parking space lines) and park.
a. In this case, upon leaving back into Lot #5 before turning left towards Admiralty.
2. Pull in far enough to then be able to back into Lot #5, pull to the right or left (over the parking space
lines) and park.
It is best to distribute the trailers between Lots #4 and #5 so there is plenty of room to unload and rig boats.
Upon leaving, the trailers in Lot #5 and those from Lot #4 who upon leaving backed into Lot #5, should head
out, turning left as they approach the Dockmaster’s Office.
If a better angle is needed to make the left out of Lot #5, it is possible to pull forward out of Lot #5 towards the
storage lockers and then back into the fire lane between Lot #1 and Lot #5.
I prefer to be at CYC when trailers arrive, so please let me know well in advance of when you plan to arrive.
As you approach please give me some updates and finally 30 or 40 minutes out so I can be sure to be there.
Thanks,
Craig Leeds 310.948.1456

